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Recent work
Two weeks before Christmas I completed and delivered a large oak dining table. My clients
had searched without success for a 10–12 seater table with the clean lines to suit their airy
Georgian town house. It was a perfect example of a common conundrum: furniture that
works today – in this case for family meals, formal dinners, homework, games and
everything else – while looking at home in a 200 year old house.

I love pedestal – or “refectory” tables like this: the top almost floats,
with no legs to get in the way, and
the pedestals have enough mass to
provide some sculptural interest.
In pursuit of a clean contemporary
look we left out the stretcher that
normally connects the base of the
two
pedestals.
The
stretcher
strengthens the whole structure, so to
make up for it there are two deep
rails connecting the tops of the legs
and tenoned through them with
ebony wedges driven in to create the
strongest possible joint.
I have also made a number of smaller
tables. Two sets of these show how
the same fundamental design can be
adapted to produce pieces with quite
different flavours. The first pair, in oak with tops made from some wonderful old English
cherry boards from North Devon, were for an ancient hall house near here – elm floors,
oak windows, open fires and an eclectic mix of existing furniture.

The sturdy construction is lightened by
curves, chamfers, and the gentle waist in the
flared legs, and their apparent simplicity is
countered by discovered details - the ebony
strip between oak and cherry for instance,
and the mitred through-dovetails joining legs
to sides. These joints are difficult to get just
right, but I like the texture they create, they
can only be made by hand, and for someone
looking at the completed joint, they are
pleasingly hard to analyse.

The second pair, for a more contemporary
setting, were made in American walnut with
glass tops set in ebony-lined rebates. They
are recognisably from the same family, but
changes in timber, proportion and detailing
make them more delicate - perhaps more
metropolitan - than their siblings.

These images and others will be
added to my website
(http://www.nickthwaitesfurniture.co.uk/gallery0.html) in the next couple of weeks.
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End of an Era
2009 saw the deaths of three giants of the furniture-making world: Sam Maloof, an
American of Lebanese descent famous for his gorgeously tactile chairs; James Krenov, born
in Russia and trained in Sweden who later settled in California and, through his books and
teaching, inspired a whole generation of furniture makers on both sides of the Atlantic; and
Alan Peters, perhaps the leading British furniture designer-maker of the last third of the
twentieth century, whose workshop was here in Devon, just a few miles from where I’m
writing this.
It is an indication of the esoteric nature of the furniture-making world that none of these
names are likely to be known outside it, but there can scarcely be a maker working in the
West today who has not been substantially influenced by one or more of these three.
Exhibitions
As usual in June I will be exhibiting with the Devon Furniture Makers at the Contemporary
Craft
Fair
at
Bovey
Tracey
on
the
edge
of
Dartmoor
(http://www.craftsatboveytracey.co.uk). And from June to August I will be participating in an
exhibition at RHS Rosemoor (http://www.rhs.org.uk/Gardens/Rosemoor) celebrating
William Morris and his legacy. We will be back there with a dedicated Devon Furniture
Makers Exhibition in July 2011. The gardens at Rosemoor are fabulous, so do try to visit if
you are in the West Country during the Summer.

View from the workshop – January 2010

